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QUESTION 1

For which three options does the Application Role use Dial rules? (Choose three.) 

A. Dial rules are not used by the application role; it is used by the storage role 

B. Reach Me 

C. Notify Me via text message 

D. Play on Phone 

E. Personal Attendant 

Correct Answer: BDE 

 

QUESTION 2

You are performing an installation which includes three application servers and one storage server. You complete I he
administration of one applic.il ion server to include integration with the telephony server. I then backup the application
server, To save time; you restore this backup to the remaining two application servers. After completing the Installation,
you notice that only the first application server receiving calls. The System Status (Application/AxC) page shows the
AxC status as online for each application server and the Voice Messaging Application on each is running. Why is only
the first server receiving calls? 

A. You did not cluster the application servers. 

B. The license files on the non-answering servers are incorrect. 

C. You still need to add trusted servers (on the storage server) for the remaining two application servers. 

D. You must complete the telephony integration for the remaining two application serversbecause this data is not
included in the backup. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

A customer wants to use the high encryption method to encrypt their messages. Which option under ip codec-set should
be set to "high encryption" while integrating Avaya Aura Messaging with Avaya Communication Manager? 

A. SRTP-LOW 

B. 1 srtp-aescm 128hmac80 

C. 2-srtp-aescm 128-hmac32 

D. SRTP-HIGH 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 4

During the installation of the Avaya Aura Messaging template file, you are promoted to enter a value for the "MSG IPv6
Address". The customer states that they are starting to convert to IPv6 addressing but did not supply an IP address for
this entry. How should this server request be handled? 

A. Do not enter a value for IPv6; Avaya Aura Messaging does not currently support IPv6 addressing. 

B. Enter the IPv4 address you have been provided followed by ".0.0". 

C. Enter the word "disable" in the field as this option is not currently being used. 

D. Request an IPv6 address from the customer, and enter that address in the field. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 5

A customer has a single server configuration, whose the application role and The storage role are on the same server
(as in the Single server configuration). Users are able to leave messages and retrieve well, but when they log into the
mailbox it prompts, "Some features may not be available at the moment". Additionally, when they review and press 7 to
delete the message, they receive the error deleting messages did not work temporarily. What are two troubleshooting
checks that should be conducted? (Choose two.) 

A. Verify the AxC address setting is local host IP 127.0.0.1. 

B. Verify that the IMAP4 ports are enabled under Messaging System (Storage) > System Ports Access. 

C. Ensure that there is an additional application server for redundancy. 

D. A cache reload is recommended to ensure that the messages get flushed properly. 

E. Verify the Nightly maintenance schedule in Advanced (Application) > System Operations. 

Correct Answer: DE 
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